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Abstract

New industrial revolution and related issues of structural transformations have been the focus of considerable attention in recent years. Developing economies experience dynamic change as the pace of technological innovation is accelerating. There are signs that countries are reevaluating their approach toward industrial policies and face a challenge to find the right balance between the responsibilities of government, public entities and business for innovation-driven development. This study aims a) to identify business group’s characteristics that make it an institute capable of coordinating innovation-driven development during the shift to a new technological paradigm, b) to analyse innovation-driven development within business groups in situation of instability caused by the structural transformations. The study uses business group-level reports and strategies to explore the role of administrative power, planning and structural factors in determining innovation outcomes of business groups in terms of technological and economic changes. We exploit a two-sector model imply that there is sector with surplus resources (basic sector financing innovation) and sector with scarce resources (pioneer sector providing innovation) in business group. While modelling the processes of innovation-driven development in the situation of economic instability, we reached the conclusion that institutions determine the direction and the level of business groups’ impact on innovations growth in a time of structural transformations.
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1. Introduction

The world is undergoing another industrial revolution as economic growth continues at a staggering pace in some developing countries. At the same time, these growing economies are dealing with new challenges related to the need of structural transformation of the economy to conform to the new technological order. In particular, there are challenges related to innovation-driven growth coordination and financing.

Governments should be the main coordinator in this case, but, nevertheless, the private and public sectors share responsibilities during the process of structural transformation (Golichenko, 2017). The question is which private economic entities can perform this role in developing countries.

For developed countries this question is resolved in favour of corporations as they can effectively manage internal and external environments through the system of long-term contracts. The system allows planning of business development when there is a substantial time gap between initial investment and releasing innovative product to the market (Galbraith, 1973).

In developing countries, the system of contracts is not as effective as in developed countries, due to the high possibility of the contract not being fulfilled by one of the parties and low level of contract security. In this case, contracts are replaced with companies integrating to form business groups (Manikandan & Ramachandran, 2015; Gordeeva & Antipina, 2013; Khanna & Yafe, 2015).

Developing countries face another problem: investing in innovation. The process of structural transformation makes this issue even more complicated as there is a need to synchronize innovation-driven development of related industries. Financial markets cannot solve this problem, which pushes business groups to fill the gap in financial market capabilities.

2. Problem Statement

Questions associated with business groups’ development and management have been the focus of considerable attention of academic research (Khanna & Yafe, 2015; Zhang, Sjogren, & Kishida, 2016). The problems of industrial organization and monopoly power of groups (Singh, Pattnaik, Gaur, & Ketencioglu, 2018), groups’ involvement in the financial sector (Buchuk, Larrain, Muñoz, & Urzúa, 2014; Chittoor, Kale, & Puranam, 2015), the relations between business groups and governments (Dieleman & Bodde, 2012) are widely discussed by different economists.

There are papers focused on such research problems as business group opportunities in innovation development (Culpan, 2014; Lee, Lee, & Gaur, 2017; Gubbi, Aulakh, & Ray, 2015), modernization management (Bessonova & Gonchar, 2017; Chepurenko, 2017), and business groups’ role in catching up economic development (Morck & Nakamura, 2018; Nakamura, 2015).

There is no proper research done on the question of including business groups in a mechanism of innovation-driven development at the state level. Therefore, there is a need to explore questions of business group role as an economic entity participating in the process of structural transformation to a new technological paradigm.

Organizational structure and economic specifics of business groups make it so that they can perform institutional functions toward the innovation sector, especially taking into account governmental
regulations being in place. First of all, groups have a centralized hierarchical structure which allows synchronization with affiliated companies (Yang, Schwarz, & Multilevel, 2016). Secondly, business groups are highly diversified but at the same time interested in synergy effect from affiliated industry growth (Purkayastha, Kumar, & Lu, 2017; Lee, Lee, & Gaur, 2017; Oh, Chang, Lee, & Seo, 2018). Last, business groups have resource availability and/or have mechanisms to find resources. Despite these prerequisites, the results of business groups’ support for the innovation sector differ. In Japan, South Korea, and India, groups contribute to innovation, and at the same time this trend is not as noticeable in other countries (Joint Research Centre, 2018). Therefore, the question about specific business group management and factors influencing innovation-driven growth of business groups is very important to explore.

3. Research Questions

Considering the need to fill in this research gap, here are questions explored in the current study:

▪ What are special characteristics of business group that enable developing countries to consider it as an institution capable of coordinating innovation-driven development during the shift to a new technological paradigm?

▪ What are the opportunities and limitations in innovation development that business groups may show in a time of instability caused by structural transformation?

4. Purpose of the Study

The objectives of the study are:

▪ Identify business group’s characteristics that make it an institute capable of coordinating innovation-driven development during the shift to a new technological paradigm.

▪ Apply a business group graphical model to analyse innovation development within business groups in situation of instability caused by the structural transformation.

5. Research Methods

5.1. Hypothesis Development

5.1.1. Coordinating innovation-driven development based on business groups

Business groups have a special way of coordinating economic interests for stakeholders. Khanna & Yafen (2015), Yakovlev, Simachev, & Danilov (2010) emphasize that connections within business groups resemble internal company transactions rather than being a form of external corporate control, bearing administrative character.

H1: Business groups are managed not only by using administrative power. Economic interests structured as a plan play the role of the initial element, while administrative power is a way to implement the plan.
The management system of business groups’ based on administrative power and planning allows delegating them coordination of innovation-driven development while shifting to a new technological paradigm.

5.1.2. Innovation-driven development within business groups in situation of instability caused by the structural transformation

Tarasevich & Miropolsky (2014) developed a two-sector economy model, characterized by sharing between a sector with surplus resources and a sector with scarce resources. Innovations are primarily driven by a sector with scarce resources and financed by a sector with surplus resources. Structure of the business group contains both a sector with scarce and a sector with surplus resources. Generally, business group innovations’ development is affected by the proportion between sectors with scarce and surplus resources (Gordeeva, 2016).

H2: Structural transformation is usually associated with economic disruption, which can lead to a temporary decrease in the share of a sector with scarce resources and a slowdown in the pace of innovation-driven development.

5.2. Population and Sample

The sample contains business groups of several developing countries: Korea, India, Turkey, Russia, China, Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina. Data from about 68 business groups was analysed.

5.3. Data collection procedures

During conducting this research, the following data sources were used:

- Annual reports and development strategies of business groups located in Korea, India, Turkey, Russia, China, Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina;
- Annual report on the project “The Economics of Industrial Research & Innovation” of the European Commission's Joint Research Centre (Joint Research Centre, 2018).

5.4. The graphic model

The process of innovation development in business groups is described with the two-sector model (Gordeeva, 2016). The model considers business group as a process of production and consumption of a product. In figure 1 below, the X axis contains all the firms affiliated in a business group (S), and the Y axis contains all the marginal products created by the companies on X (MP). The first firm has the highest production, and the last firm the smallest.

![Figure 01. Marginal products of production](image-url)
At figure 2, X axis contains the same firms as at figure 1. Y axis contains marginal product of consumption (MP), which is the same for all the firms.

![Figure 02. Marginal product of consumption](image)

Because business group in a two-sector model is the result of production and consumption, we can combine figure 1 and figure 2 (see the result on figure 3).

![Figure 03. Produced and consumed marginal products](image)

In figure 3, OAF is a produced product (result of production process), and OMDF is a consumed product (consumption or expenses). As all the companies within one business group have the same consumption or expenses, by dividing expenses by the production we arrive at a standard or conditional unit of expenses. Therefore, a business group is divided in two sectors – OABC and CBDF.

The first sector (OABC) has a surplus of resources and it is the basis of a business group. Here the value of produced goods (OABC) is higher than the value of consumed goods (OMBC.) As a result, there is a surplus of resources equal to MAB. High productivity creates an effective correlation between results and expenses while producing a basis product.

The second sector (CBDF) has scarce resources. In this sector, expenses are higher (CBDF) than the value of the produced goods (CBF) on BDF. The main product here is a pioneer, which has a more complicated definition that innovation. Besides innovative products, pioneer products include goods that are already being launched by other companies, but not by the business group that starts producing it. A pioneer product is not a necessity product, and in the production process it uses more resources than the resulted value of the product. As a result, the pioneer sector can only exist in terms of the basis product redistribution between sectors of one business group.
The proportion between basic and pioneer sectors can be identified based on the consolidated financial report. Basic activities would include operational activity of the business group, excluding pioneer product output. It would be part of the pioneer sector, together with uncompleted construction, social responsibility of the company, investment, research, and development.

Different financial mechanisms, transfer prices, and other instruments allow redistribution of part of the basic product to the pioneer sector. Transfer prices are usually set lower than the value of the product. Meanwhile at the external market, the situation can be the opposite. Pioneer product prices are set higher than its value.

**Figure 04.** The result of redistributing basic product between basic and pioneer sectors of the business group

Figure 4 shows the result of redistributing a basic product between the basic and pioneer sectors of a business group. Part of the basic product AEK is transferred to the pioneer sector. Accordingly, the pioneer sector shows revenue equal to ELDB. The basic sector also shows revenue (MKEB). As the business group is an open system, product prices may not match the value of the product, which causes AEK to not be equal to ELDB. In addition, the redistribution mechanism is based on expenses. Both sectors’ revenue is equal to MKLD. All the business group companies show an average return on capital employed.

6. **Findings**

6.1. **Coordinating innovation-driven development based on business groups**

The analysis of strategies and annual financial reports from business groups in Korea, India, Turkey, Russia, China, Brazil, and Mexico showed planning being basis of their operations and innovation development.

The financial core of a business group is a key to this system. Meanwhile, basic and pioneer production is supported by a multi-level planning process. Planning is usually performed by a bank as part of a business group or another financial affiliate. In order to plan, the financial core would calculate the relation between metrics of the investment efficiency (ROE, ROI, ROCE), average market value of capital and weighted average capital cost (WACC), efficiency spread (ES), and other metrics. Based on this analysis, a financial plan is developed. Consolidated capitalization is typically planned, which provides capital growth metrics. For affiliated companies, individual capitalization is planned, which
helps to reach a goal for the business group overall. The main principle of planning is to have higher growth rate of market capitalization in comparison with growth rate of revenue.

The increase in a market capitalization of the business group can be reached by two main ways. First is the use of financial mechanisms like a pool of treasury stocks, mergers and acquisitions with security of the acquired companies, stock price manipulations, and so on.

Second is investment in undervalued assets. Capital is invested in affiliated companies showing high growth rates of revenue and stable dividends. Instruments of the corporate control are also used, but the investment objects should match the criteria of high competitiveness. The main criterion is market position. Business groups usually invest in a company-market leader or the company that has potential to become one in the near future. All investment projects are evaluated based on the market value of the capital and expected investment rate of return. At the same time, affiliates are responsible for their liabilities. It is common to take on an investment that can be returned in 3 to 5 years.

Operational planning is the next level of planning after financials. In this case, in addition to revenue, strategic development is planned. For each business area, specific criteria are set up to allow competitive advantages at the market, to increase management effectiveness, and to stimulate information systems. The benchmark of competitive advantages growth is an increase in market share and volume. These parameters are usually stated in the operational plan.

The planning and administrative power of headquarters creates structural competition between different branches of the business group for resources and competencies, which impacts the proportions between basis and pioneer sectors. Competition between different branches of the business group may complicate innovation development in the process of shifting to a new technological paradigm. Hierarchical structure and centralized planning in a business group creates both the possibility to redistribute recourses and economic benefits for the pioneer sector, and also limits development opportunities and product variation through investment effectiveness criteria.

Additional difficulties are associated with distribution of resources between areas of business during the secondary phase of planning in accordance with a financial plan. In this case, the necessity to increase business group capitalization plays against increasing innovation.

Therefore, risk and initiative needed for innovation sector growth are only possible within the levels affordable from the position of economic efficiency. Business groups are more likely to redistribute resources to innovation activities that can provide predictable economic results reachable in a period of 3 to 5 years.

The factors listed above prove that planned-administrative type of management allows a business group to perform some functions of coordinating innovation-driven development moving towards a new technological paradigm. Effective planning, though, is only possible in relation to incremental innovations. Radical innovation development requires a high level of interest from beneficiaries from the headquarters of the business group.
6.2. Innovation-driven development within business groups in situation of instability caused by the structural transformation

It is also worth exploring what opportunities and limitations a business group may have in the time of structural economic transformation. The nature of the new technological paradigm together with the monetary policies implemented by developed countries allows identification of several factors of economic instability in developing countries:

- Increase in cost of production caused by additional expenses to support accelerated pace of technologies development and digitalization;
- Outflow of investment from labour-intensive industries;
- Decrease in investments to developing countries’ production as result of a shift from tangible factor of production to intangible resources (United Nations, 2018);
- The prospects of interest rates’ rise in developed economies with potentially serious implications for emerging market currencies (United Nations, 2018) and an import costs increase.

The graph in figure 5 below shows that the factors listed above can lead business groups investing in innovations to grapple with escalation of costs and drop in production at the affiliated companies. It is represented by the shift from $M_1D_1$ to $M_2D_2$ (please see figure 5 “a”). The revenue level decreases to a size of $KLD_2M_2$, production declines as well (shift from $A_1G_1$ to $A_2G_2$).

The shift from $KLD_2M_1$ to $KLD_2M_2$ shows that the basis sector revenue does not cover expenses that the business group needs to take on to support the pioneer sector and innovation. It causes a surplus of the pioneer product.

A negative environment and unpredictable demand on produced goods lead to a decrease in production and investment. As a result, the production in pioneer and basis sectors declines to $O'A_2'G_2'$ (please see figure 5 “b”), which blocks investment demand in the private sector.

It is possible to overcome this issue if government creates demand on investment to innovation product development (see figure 6.) The government should invest in the pioneer sector to support it. The first step is investment in R&D to stimulate innovations. The main criteria of government-financed R&D should be the basic sector demand on technological products created as result of the innovations. At the same time the government should support business groups to put in production these technologies. These measures will lead to the effectiveness improvement and the expansion of the pioneer sector in business group from $G_2'$ to $G_3$. 
Figure 05. Increase of cost and decrease of production volume as result of exogenous shock

Figure 06. Governmental support of the business group innovation-driven development

The group costs decrease from $M_1'D_1'$ to $M_3D_3$ which rises the profit of affiliates to $KLD_3M_3$. The profit increase stimulates investment to a business group and allows to expand a production in basis and pioneer sectors, including production of the innovative product (see the shift of the marginal product of production to $A_4G_4$ at figure 6).
7. Conclusion

In developing countries business groups should have an array of functions and responsibilities in the process of structural transformation of the economy to support innovation due to management system based on administrative power and planning as well as a high asset concentration under the governance. Special characteristics of business groups have guaranteed the market for innovative products, control over costs, investment, resources, technologies, and personnel. In addition, internal investment between a business groups’ affiliates and the targeted investment based on the multi-level planning create prerequisites for the affiliated industries synchronized development needed during a shift to a new technological paradigm.

The two-sector model described in 5.4 above confirms that proportion between the basis and pioneer sectors do not create any limitations on innovation development within the business group. While modelling the processes of innovation development in the situation of economic instability, we reached the conclusion that external shocks and structural shifts in the economy, incorrect risk evaluation, and governmental regulations can change the trajectory of pioneer sector development. However, world leading innovative corporations show that the short-run decline of the pioneer sector can go together with an expansion of its innovation component, as evidenced by capital expenditures reduction of €77bn compared with the R&D increase of €64bn in 2017 (Joint Research Centre, 2018). All the listed factors confirm that institutions determine innovation-driven development direction and the level of the business groups’ impact on innovations support in a time of instability.

Structural transformation of the developing economies outlines general directions for further research in view of business groups’ institutional environment. This includes paying attention to evaluation metrics and methods of increasing the institutions’ efficiency as well as to new institutional instruments of business group management that would allow a shift to a new technological paradigm.
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